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About This Game

The Last Look is about finding the exit in an old house while solving puzzles and hiding from a scary enemy.

By solving challenging puzzles in an eerie setting, the player is to be offered an equally entertaining and exciting gaming
experience. The realistic characters and gripping story will excite and thrill game newbies and experienced players alike.

Story

One night, Alice Johnson, a young woman who is working for the Solaris Research and Technology Center, wakes up in a
rundown bathroom. Strange voices echo through the locked door.

She remembers a company party, but although she did not have too much to drink, she can't remember how she got to that
place. One thing is clear: something strange is happening.

How is her boss involved? How the always stressed department clerk? And who the hell is that spooky goth girl teenager?

And then there is one other, far more disturbing thing: Alice is not alone.

Equipped with her mind as her only weapon, Alice needs to overcome all obstacles to win back her freedom. Maybe all of this is
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a perfidious test, maybe a conspiracy of the government or even the game of a serial killer.

And the closer she gets to solve the mystery, the more disturbing things get. Is there a way out after all?

Features

The game mixes up strong atmospheric horror with clever, logical puzzles as well as an enemy you should avoid at all cost.

Dynamic AI/no pre-scripted enemy
We have put a lot of effort into our artificial intelligence. You can encounter it anywhere at anytime, making it nearly
impossible to calculate where it will search for you next.

Characters rooted in reality
Alice, the character you will be playing has strengths and weaknesses. She is brave, clever and takes her unwillingly
journey with a spoon of sarcasm.

Dynamic Health System
“Don’t run, it will weaken you! Drink, it will restore your strength.” Our health system adapts to your playstyle.

Believable Inventory
You can only carry, what would fit into Alice pockets

A focus on telling you a thrilling and twisted story
One of our main goals with The Last Look is to tell an interesting, unusual story with believable characters and mixing
that with interesting gameplay inspired by oldschool horror movies and videogames.

Rich, detailed world that begs you to explore it
Varied game setting from indoor to outdoor

What's playable right now?

Currently, the first two chapters of The Last Look are playable in the early access version. The third chapter will be release
before the game is completely released. Also note that we only use the term "chapter" internally: The game will be released as

one single game.
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Title: The Last Look
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
ChaosCore UG
Publisher:
ChaosCore UG
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64 Bit

Processor: Quad-core, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 660 / Radeon HD 7870

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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This game feels claustrophobic and terrifying - as intended, I'm sure. The puzzles aren't too difficult, but on top of the game's
unique game mechanics, they become a lot more challenging.. This game is awesome! Has a learning curve though. Not
everyone will get it at first as it takes a few tries on how to actually make a profit in the game.

Basically you can play the Campaign mode in which the manager of the airport gives the airlines specific tasks and each of you
have to race to complete this objectives (Earn 5,000,000, Fly 2500 passangers etc.)

There's also a free game mode in which there are no specific tasks, just you organizing flights and stuff

Mostly you'll be planning flights which are the most profitable, or carries to most passangers depending on what your objectives
are.

Other stuff include sabotaging fellow airliners and buying them out and liquidating their companies so you can have more space
in the airport.

tl;dr
It's awesome if you dedicate your time on learning the mechanics of the game. Not recommended for players who don't like
analyzing too much.. Ok, I visited the three locations now. I think it\u00b4s a nice concept and it makes fun so far. You
can\u00b4t expect too much, but the dev is honest and wrote a good description what he is planing here on the store page.
Actual status: "Early Access will allow players to hop into the MageWorks world in its current form as a magic playground to
casually test spells and explore environments.\u201d
If he is honest with one year of development until leaving the Early Access status and if he is using this time good it could get a
really great game I think. I liked it more than A Legend of Luca because the environment is really nice and it has some hard to
describe fun factor for me.
But again, it\u00b4s Early Access, you can\u00b4t even fight atm with the enemies. The enemies direct outside of the castle are
only targets for testing spells. The others in the first place also, in the second place they notice you but are shooting in a
different direction and in the third one they come and beat you but they are not making damage. But the fight system is really
nice and the spells are cool and well made. Made a lot of fun and I\u00b4m really looking forward to play the finished game.

Pro
-nice environment
-nice spells and good targeting
-cool concept
-it\u00b4s hard to descripe, I liked the way it is :-)

Contra
-short and not much content atm

Possible bugs
-had some stuttering, but Steam VR was making problems half of the day, so maybe no problem for you
-I fallen two times in the floor while teleporting back to castle

I will keep it and hope that the dev is nobody that is making cash and then doesn\u00b4t deliver more content. If you want to
play a game NOW don\u00b4t buy it. If you want to support the dev and giving him the possibility to hopefully put more time
on it you can give it a try if you ask me.. what update is it
.
想让金太阳统一半岛? 想武统香港澳门? 想赤化日本? 统统没问题，这个游戏定会满足你。
最后一点就是背景音乐非常燃。. This game is simply outdated. Try War Thunder instead.
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It runs fine on very low performance PC\'s though.

The reason I am not recommending this is zero support and pay-to-win.. This game is very fun!!! But don't be fooled, theres alot
of pop ups and scream moments haha. Also, don't buy it thinking its easy. THIS IS HARD! Running from chester took me
forever! Heres my gameplay, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8CGnHYmACo&t=44s. Deus Ex has been a source of
amazing visuals, and this 'VR Experience' continues that. This allows you to walk through a number of the beautifully designed
scenes of the latest game. That should be worth a lot!

The smaller problem is that it doesn't let you touch anything. That's fine, though; they never told you it was anything other than a
'VR Experience'. It isn't supposed to be a game, and I get that. But why bother giving the player character footsteps, then? Why
not a full no-clip?

And the controls... oh god, the controls... This experience is meant to be a seated experience, driven by a gamepad. Support for
the Vive controllers is prefunctory, and seems to have been implemented by someone who has never played another Vive game.
The triggers cause you to rotate! Whaaat?

The direction pads make you move. Notice I didn't say 'teleport'. They make your player character walk, which is a recipe for
almost immediate nausea.

If you've got any interest in cyberpunk, like in Deus Ex and Remember Me, then you should probably try this out. Certainly it
isn't going to cost you anything. But I sure can't 'recommend' the experience, unless you want a prime example of why VR
development is hard and pretty graphics aren't nearly enough.
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Great, funny game after 8 hrs in, did not crash 1 time, had a few laughs, woth its price.. nice short game. The worst game I will
build a wall to keep it out.. This is a good game! Fun gameplay and a good variety of modes. I like that it makes me start from
the beginning after a game over, instead of continuing where I died (although continues can be unlocked). Makes me feel like
I'm earning every bit of progress. Fun!. Relaxing music combined with simple puzzles that require quick reflexes.. On the lab,
the gaurds are superhumans
and that is just bull****. Well, simply put. It's one hell of a ride! It's worth the buy. and plus its cheap. but it sure should be
worth more :x. This Match 3 Game is really great I have beaten it 20 times already & I still play it. This is awesome Halloween
Game.
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